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Piece Puzzle
Only one of these pieces fits the hole in our main picture - the
others have all been altered slightly by our artist. Can you place the
missing pic?



Announcements & Key Concepts (re Today)

Ø “Easy” vs “Hard” problems….

Some relevant underlying concepts of the day…

Ø Newton’s 3rd Law (Revisited)

à Online HW #4 is posted and due Wednesday 10/2

à Midterm Exam on Oct. 21

Ø Measuring force (and biophysical applications)

à Read McCullough (2016) for 10/1 tutorial



Ex.

Knight (2013)



Ex. (SOL)

Knight (2013)

a



Ex.

Shaskol’Skaya & El’Tsin (1963)

Tougher problem here since:
• situation is not static (as the mass on the incline moves, so will the wedge)

• there are “multiple objects” at play here 

à Putting the pieces together, realize that this is a hard problem!



Ex. (SOL)

To get started:
• Set up a good free-body diagram
• Remember Newton’s 2nd Law!
• Be careful! [e.g., a3 ≠ mg cos(a)]



Ex. (SOL)

Shaskol’Skaya & El’Tsin (1963)



Ex. (SOL)

Shaskol’Skaya & El’Tsin (1963)



Ex. (SOL)

Shaskol’Skaya & El’Tsin (1963)



Tips

Knight (2013)



Newton’s 3rd & Normal Forces

Wolfson

Note: This law (and the 1st) aren’t always that intuitive (we’ll return to such shortly)

à Explicit here is the notion 
of more than one object!



Newton’s 3rd Law 

à Moon’s orbit has important 
sociological and ecological consequences 
here on earth!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tide#/media/File:Tide_overview.svg



à Tidal pools



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tidal_Basin

“The basin is designed to release 250 million US gallons (950,000 m3) of water captured 
at high tide twice a day.”

Washington DC “Tidal Basin”



Newton’s 3rd Law 

“A rocket engine exerts forces that expel hot gases out of its nozzle-and the hot gases 
exert a force on the rocket, accelerating it forward”

Wolfson

Fig.4.14b

à Reduction of mass, which is exhausted (in a relatively backwards direction) plus 
“conservation of momentum” lead to thrust 



Measuring Force

Wolfson

Ø Springs are an intuitive means 
(i.e., compression/extension)

à Implicit in this idea is the notion of 
energy (e.g., the spring stores energy as 
it is displaced from equilibrium). We’ll 
revisit this idea soon...   

Hooke’s Law 
(ideal spring)

Ø If you know k, than measuring 
how much compression (i.e., x) 
tells you something about the 
associated forces

à k is called the stiffness
(or “spring constant”)



Measuring Force
This one below is a bit different in that it 
uses (calibrated) counterweights via a 
lever/balance



Measuring Force

http://electronics.howstuffworks.com/gadgets/fitness/digital-scale.htm

“One of the joys of writing for HowStuffWorks.com springs from encountering the 
surprising delicacy, beauty and complexity to be found in everyday objects. The deft 
engineering and intricately milled parts that go into these items are, alone, enough to 
inspire any technophile. Look beyond the appurtenances and appliances to the heart of 
any device -- particularly one used for measurement -- and you find something even more 
wondrous: a physical law, ingeniously harnessed to an array of specific and useful tools.
Nowhere is this truer than in scales. In this article alone, I encountered Hooke's law for 
springs; Pascal's law for fluid pressure; Boyle's law, Charles' law and Gay-Lussac's law 
describing the behavior of gases; and Ohm's law for electrical resistance -- and that's to say 
nothing of the various unnamed laws governing stress and strain.”

“Engineering” aside

strain gauge



Measuring Force

http://www.electronics-tutorials.ws/io/io_8.html

Wolfson

MEMS

à Notion of a 
“transducer”



Measuring Force

Ø “Springs” need not even be 
mechanical/electrical....

http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/z36mmp3/revision
http://umdberg.pbworks.com/w/page/47555271/DNA%20spring%201%3A%20Spring%20constant%20of%20DNA

Laser tweezers

Watson & Crick

e.g., Consider: How might one 
measure the stiffness of DNA? 



https://giphy.com/gifs/heart-beating-real-BNQlB23nW5qdq

http://www.slate.com/articles/video/video/2016/09/a_new_invention_from_csail_can_read_your_hidden_emotions_wi_fi_video.html

Ø You don’t even need 

“springs”!! (though calibrated 

measurement of force can be difficult; 

impedance is an important notion at play...)



Ø Conceptual focus is on Newton’s 2nd Law

Wolfson

Ø Best way forward is to practice!



Ex.



Ex. (SOL)

c

à This one is not immediately intuitive per se. It’s generally a good idea to draw a 
free-body diagram and set up the appropriate equations





à This is a good problem to 
ensure that the “answer” makes 
sense (e.g., what if mr=0?)

Note: These 
“vector 
equations” are 
essentially 2-D

à Now broken 
up into a set(s) of 
1-D eqns.

Looking ahead: What if we hadn’t 
ignored the rope’s mass?



A related problem...
A chain of length x and mass m is hanging over the edge of a tall building and 
does not touch the ground. How much work is required to lift the chain to the top 
of the building?

Looking ahead: What if we hadn’t 
ignored the rope’s mass?

To (eventually) answer this, we’ll need some more pieces:
• Definition of work
• Integration



Ex.

Wolfson



Ex. (SOL)

Wolfson



Ex.

Wolfson



Ex. (SOL)

Wolfson



http://farside.ph.utexas.edu/teaching/302l/lectures/node46.html

à This problem is very closely related to 
that of capacitors in parallel/series (we’ll 
eventually get there via electric circuits)



Resnick & Halliday (1966)



Ex.

Shaskol’Skaya & El’Tsin (1963)



Ex. (SOL)

Shaskol’Skaya & El’Tsin (1963)

à Draw a free-body diagram to convince yourself this is the case!



Ex.

Shaskol’Skaya & El’Tsin (1963)

Ivan Krylov

http://www.bartleby.com/380/poem/885.html



Ex. (SOL)

Shaskol’Skaya & El’Tsin (1963)



Ex.

Shaskol’Skaya & El’Tsin (1963)



Ex.

Shaskol’Skaya & El’Tsin (1963)



Ex.

Resnick & Halliday (1966)



Ex.

Resnick & Halliday (1966)



Ex.

Resnick & Halliday (1966)



Ex.

Resnick & Halliday (1966)



Resnick & Halliday (1966)


